Should All Podiatrists Be Primarily Surgeons?

Surgical and clinical practitioners should co-exist.

How many potential applicants to podiatry schools are we missing because they don’t want to be primarily surgeons?
brings us to the point of today’s commentary: Maybe it would be better if we created a practice structure in which non-surgical podiatrists teamed up with surgical podiatrists. This type of combined dichotomy has the potential to be highly successful.

What if surgical podiatrists partnered with high-quality non-surgical podiatrists? (Let’s call those practitioners clinical podiatrists). We should not define anyone by what they don’t do, but instead by a more positive measure. The clinical podiatrist would see a certain number of patients and “specialize” in treating patients without surgery. Eventually, some of those patients will end up needing surgery, and they would be funneled to the surgical podiatrist.

Imagine how good each of those podiatrists would be if they were able to focus on the aspects of patient care about which they were truly passionate? The clinical podiatrist would gain huge experience treating foot and ankle pathology in novel non-surgical ways, while the surgical podiatrist would have thousands of surgical experiences under his/her belt.

To some extent, this model exists in large-scale organizations such as Kaiser Permanente, which employs clinical podiatrists. These doctors provide very important treatment to the large number of patients that don’t need surgery. The surgical podiatrists benefit from the large numbers of patients screened by the clinical podiatrists. Only a small percentage of patients need surgery, but all end up being referred to surgical podiatrists, creating the large surgical volume they long for.

Of course, what is yet to exist in this organization is an equal pay structure between the surgical and clinical podiatrists. Kaiser offers a lower compensation package to clinical podiatrists than it does to the surgical ones. I’m sure Kaiser has done some kind of analysis to determine pay ranges, but one would have a hard time believing the surgical ones are really worth that much more money than the non-surgical ones. It’s well known that in private practice, the clinical side can bring in much more income than the surgical.

Advantages of Team Practice

That brings us to the advantages of this type of team practice. Besides improved patient care resulting from docs who emphasize their skills and passions, the docs stand to make greater incomes. Clinical practice can bring in more money than the surgical except when the surgical side has very high volume. Increasing the volume brings with it economies of scale in which efficiency is maximized and less time is lost.

Another advantage brings us back to the beginning of today’s discussion about podiatric college applicants. If our podiatry schools learned to equally emphasize clinical podiatry and surgical podiatry in their marketing messages, and in the way they advocate for students once they enter the schools, the schools would begin attracting all possible types of applicants, including both those looking to be primarily surgical and those looking to be primarily general practice—clinical podiatrists. Imagine what our applicant pool would look like if we let everyone know just how varied and open to opportunity the podiatric profession really is. One of the ways to do this would be to open the pathways of practice to all directions by having clinical and surgical podiatrists team up. The future will be bright for podiatric medicine—as long as we continue to innovate technologically and inclusively.
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